EMPOWERING THE
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
OF AGRICULTURE.
Drive Less. Spend Less.

A REVOLUTION IN
AGRICULTURE
Taking precision farming into the future.
First Pass is a unique and revolutionary system that allows
farmers to optimize field passes and reduce driving. Using
information about your operation combined with data already
stored within your equipment, our proprietary algorithms
provide an optimized guidance package, increasing the
productivity of your machines while allowing the operator to
make fewer passes and reducing input costs.
By eliminating redundant and unnecessary passes and turns,
First Pass increases productivity and profits.

OUR STORY
Envisioned by farmers,
powered by technology
The First Pass story began in 2012, where so many other
farming innovations start: in the field. After making pass
after pass over thousands of acres of Saskatchewan
farmland, it became obvious that the day’s current precision
ag technology could be better. These farmers were losing
on input costs due to excessive passes, losing fuel to extra
driving, and losing on labour costs due to time spent in the
field. They also saw that field optimization technology gave
“point A”, but despite retaining field information, there was
no “point B”. This was the inspiration for today’s First Pass
technology: an algorithm that optimizes existing field data
and gives the operator optimized guidance lines to create a
new level of precision agriculture.

First Pass became part of the Whipcord family, a cloud,
computing and tech company based in Lethbridge, in 2019.
Whipcord’s origin began with Blackbridge Geomatics, the
third largest geo-spatial business in the world with strong
roots in the ag sector, before transforming into Whipcord.
Today First Pass’s team of entrepreneurs, rocket scientists,
programmers, farmers, data scientists and deal-makers,
strive to create operating systems for the intelligent,
connected farm.

WHY FIRST PASS IS
YOUR FIRST CHOICE
Existing products either provide estimated or
approximate starting points to an operator
or use a starting point arbitrarily selected by
an operator. First Pass uses current field and
machinery data to create pre-set, optimized
guidance lines that ensure the most efficient
travel path for all machines in a field. First
Pass goes beyond simply field planning by also
optimizing the travel path.
By allowing you to drive less, and spend less,
First Pass increases productivity and profits
while reducing environmental impact.

Increased Profitability
Up to a 20% margin improvement to the producer through cost
savings and increased equipment efficiency.

Seamless Integration
First Pass can be running on existing guidance equipment in
mere minutes with zero additional hardware.

Reduced Soil Compaction
Optimized field routes allow for 5-7% less driving per field.

Field Efficiency
Increase field efficiency by ensuring your operators and
equipment are all utilizing the same optimized guidance package.
No longer will you be reliant on the best operator leading the
pack. All your operators will get more done in fewer hours.

THE FIRST PASS DIFFERENCE
Field Tested. Accuracy Assured.

*Based on 2018 crop production cost analysis produced by Ministry of Agriculture,
Saskatchewan for dark brown soil zones

The First Pass Difference is reflective of actual realized performance results from usage
on an aggregate of approximately 3 million acres in Western Canada.

First Pass gives you a distinct advantage over
other dealerships and suppliers, because no other
precision agriculture solution on the market today
can do what First Pass does. Existing agricultural
engineering products either provide estimated
or approximate starting points or use a starting
point arbitrarily selected by an operator. First Pass
uses current field and machinery data to remove
operator error and create pre-set, optimized
guidance lines that ensure the most efficient travel
path for all machines in a field.
The First Pass vision is to create the operating
system for tomorrow’s intelligent, connected farm.
Partner with us today, to ensure you’re offering the
leading edge of agtech products for years to come.

BE FIRST TO MARKET
WITH FIRST PASS
The competitive edge for
dealers world wide.

GAIN A POWERFUL
ADVANTAGE
First Pass partnership offers
unlimited gains.
When you choose to represent First Pass you also:

Increase Engaged Acres:

Provide Added Value:

Upon installation, First Pass becomes entrenched on every
acre. Every turn of the wheel, every pass, we are there, which
means you are too.

First Pass reduces input costs, increases profitability and
reduces environmental impact, making for incredible value
that you can provide to your customers immediately.

Outpace Competitors:

Representing First Pass in your local marketplace means
that you have the opportunity to build relationships with
our product before anyone else, allowing for new footholds
throughout your trade area.

Build Partnerships:
First Pass is only the first product from our growing and
expanding operation. By partnering with us today, you have
access to tomorrow’s products for the intelligent farm.

info@vergeag.com
www.vergeag.com

